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6 Series Wide Body  Std
 A 2-door access pass through interior thermostatically controlled to maintain a temperature of 
       34 degrees F or lower if desired. 

 

 Cooling provided by an over the road refrigeration system with an engine mounted compressor and 
       dual fan evaporators.

 Superior temperature retention due to expanded polyurethane foam insulation.

 

 Product can be loaded and unloaded from ground level through 3 door access.

 Interior dimensions are 21” wide, 27” high and 76” deep with dual 10" fan evaporators. 

 Stainless Steel convection holding oven with 2-door pass through interior thermostatically controlled to 
maintain temperatures in excess of 185 degrees F.

 Heating is provided by a ceiling mounted blower system, coupled with a series of integrated coils and 
        hoses which originate from the vehicles existing cooling system.

 Interior dimensions are 38” wide, 24” high and 76” deep.  

Optional Features
 Custom Shelving
 Back-up Alarm
 Secure Idle

 Stainless Steel & Aluminum drawers for easy access & product display
 Heavy Duty Chrome Handles with Built in Lock
 Graphics to maximize advertising
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6 Series Wide Body  70/30
Refrigeration Speci�cations: 

 A 2-door access pass through interior thermostatically controlled to maintain a temperature of 
       34 degrees F or lower if desired. 

 Stainless Steel liner with drains located on the �oor for easy cleanup.

 Cooling provided by an over the road refrigeration system with an engine mounted compressor and 
       dual fan evaporators.

 Superior temperature retention due to expanded polyurethane foam insulation.

 Lightweight seamless �berglass body  with UV resist marine grade gel coat.

 Product can be loaded and unloaded with 2-door pass through access.

 Interior dimensions are 41” wide, 26” high and 76” deep with dual 10" fan evaporators. 
Oven Speci�cations: 

 Stainless Steel convection holding oven with 2-door pass through interior thermostatically controlled to 
maintain temperatures in excess of 185 degrees F.

 Heating is provided by a ceiling mounted blower system, coupled with a series of integrated coils and 
        hoses which originate from the vehicles existing cooling system.

 Interior dimensions are 20” wide, 26” high and 76” deep.  

Optional Features
 Custom Shelving
 Back-up Alarm
 Secure Idle

 Stainless Steel & Aluminum drawers for easy access & product display
 Heavy Duty Chrome Handles with Built in Lock
 Graphics to maximize advertising


